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joined to the phenylalamne In tins way complex
piotem molecules can be built up according to
instructions emanating from the nucleus for each
of the 20 different anuno acids It is far from
clear how the ammo acids in the cytoplasm are
brought into position on the UNA template
and how they ire activated bo as to combine and
orm protein It is thought that they are first
attached by appropri ite enzymes to small mole
eules of so called carrier KNA in the cytoplasm
before associating on the template of messenger
ENA The association is then accomplished by a
nbosome which moves along the messenger PNA
chain as it weie reading the code and taking
appropriate carrier PNA ammo acid complexes
from the surrounding medium There are soil
many gaps rn our knowledge of the exact sequence
of events
This system is responsible for building and
maintaining much of the organisation of the
cytoplasm All the enzvmes for example
catalysing every reaction within the cell will be
specified and built up on the appropriate UNA
template The unde-standmg of protein synthesis
is of fundamental importance to the whole of
biology and has particular significance m studies
on cancer where cell giowth becomes abnormal
4 The Golgi Apparatus
The characteristic features of the Golgi appara
tug are numbers of large vacuoles or spaces
bordered by closely packed layers of double
membranes The latter look very much like the
membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum but do
not have the nbosome particles along their edge
They are therefore known as smooth mem
branes in contrast to the routh membranes of
endoplasmie reticulum The function of the
Golgi apparatus is not established though it may
be absociated with secretory activity of the cell
The Golgi apparatus has been the subject of
controversy for many years and illustrates one of
the major difficulties in working at the molecular
cell level The Golgi structure can only be teen
through the light and electron microscopes after
the cell has been through a numbei of preparative
stages Many biologists thought that the pre
paration itself was responsible for creating the
Golgi apparatus and that nothing like the objects
Been would really exist in the living cell Though
there Is now little doubt that the Golgi apparatus
is a real constituent of the cytoplasm the general
problem of creating artefacts by the involved
treatment in many investigations remains a very
real one
5  Cell Membrane
Though the cell membrane plays a most vital
part in regulating what can enter and leave the
cell it remains rather poorly understood It is
thought to consist of a double layer of hpid mole
cules with a layer of protein probably outside the
lipid Fairly large molecules seem to be able to
penetrate the membrane hi relation to their fat
solubility which would support the hypothesis of
its lipid framework Small molecules and ions
appear to penetrate in relation to their size the
smaller ones getting through more readily than the
larger This suggests that pores of a certain size
exist in the membrane
The cell membrane has mechanisms which can
move ions and. other substances against concen
tration differences either into or out of the cell A
fine microelectrode can be pushed into a cell and
the electrical potential of the inside determined
with respect to the outside In all the cells
studied so far there is a potential difference across
the membrane which Is produced by the non
uniform distribution on either side of ions parti
oularly those of sodium potassium and chloride
Though these potentials have been studied in
animal and plant cells generally, they are best
known from the work on nerve cells where sudden
changes fa the membrane potential are the basis
of nerve impulses A great deal is now known
about the mechanism whereby the potential
change and thus the nerve impulse is propagated,
from one end of a nerve to the other The basic
process which pioduces the nerve impulse in any
 region ot the nerve fibre has been shown to be a
sudden increase m permeability of the membrane
to sodium ions m that region 4. problem of much
interest is how such activity can be passed from
one nerve to the next that is to say how a change
of potential in one cell membrane can be made to
affect an adjacent cell membrane Such a process
is fundamental to the large collections of nerve
cells which form the nervous systems of animals
Transmission takes place at a special region called
a synapse and when an impulse reaches this
region it causes the release of a small amount of
chemical transmitter substance vhich diffuse to
the membrane of the adjacent cell There it
combines with the membrane m such a way as to
change its permeability to ions and so produce a
nerve impulse in the second cell A number of
transmitter substances have now been identified
and many of them are related chemically to
tranquillisers and other drugs affecting the nervous
system
n nucleus
The mam regions of the nucleus aie the sur
sounding nuclear membrane a mass of material
known as chromatin and a small sphere called the
nucleolus The nuclear membrane is a double
structure very much like the membranes of the
cell surface and endoplasmic reticulum Sug
gestions have been made that these membranes
are continuous at some regions within the cell
The status of chromatin was in doubt for many
years Light microscope studies reveal very
little structuie m the nucleus until the time when
the cell is preparing for and undergoing division
01 mitosis At this tune a number of discrete
double strands the chiomosomes are revealed by
virtue of their chromatin content—the matenal
stains heavily with basic dyes
Cell Division
During division the chromosomes behave in
regular and recognisable sequence In the first
stage called prophase they appear and at the same
time the nuclear membrane breaks down Next
in metaphase the chromosomes become arranged
across the equator of a splmdle shaped collection
of fibrils which appears m the area formerly
outlined by the nucleus Then follows anaphase
m which the two threads of each chromosome the
ehromatids move to opposite poles of the spindle
^Finally in the last stage telophase nuclear
membranes are formed round the two separate
collections of chromosome material and the cyto
plasm itself divides into two Thus two cells are
formed each containing the same number of
chromosomes as the parent and the cells enter a
period of rest or mterphase between divisions
During mterphase the chromatin material dig
appears and the possibility was considered of the
chromosomes being assembled as a prelude to
every cell division and then toeing dispersed m the
nuclear sap afterwards
This suggestion la in direct conflict with the
view that chromosomes are the carriers of genes
denes
These are the elements which contain all hered
itary information and the medium whereby here
ditary features are transmitted from one cell to the
next either hi the same organism or from parents
to offspring via the fertilised egg Experiments
indicated that the same genes always occupy the
same position on chromosomes and this really
demands a structural continuity through the life
of the cell The chromosomes undoubtedly
persist but it is still not certain why or how they
change so as to become visible during division
One suggestion has been that the nucleic acids of
which they are very largely made up condense
during the period of prophase In the resting
nucleus the chromosomes may be much, more
swollen and occupy much, of the nucleus
The problem that has attracted the most atten
tion and is possibly the most fundamental that
biology has to offer is that of the nature of the

